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Key Takeaways:

N
 ow regarded as business
partners with the CEO and
senior team, general counsels
must integrate legal strategy
throughout the company,
proactively working in concert
with all constituencies to
make legal expertise a
competitive advantage.
In assuming broader strategic
senior management business
responsibilities, general
counsels are focusing a
significant portion of time
on recruitment, retention,
succession planning, and
professional development.
G
 eneral counsels are seen
as enablers of business
outcomes, working with
senior management and
business unit leadership
to use legal talents in
contributing to the
bottom line. They are
true counselors.
In evolving the legal function
as one composed of
business partners possessing
legal expertise, general
counsels champion people
pursuing higher career goals,
making sure that in-house
legal positions continue to be
career destinations.

P

erhaps all too quietly, the legal function has gained an
importance never before seen, rising to a level of prominence in
progressive companies usually reserved for operations, finance

and other areas seen as contributors, not drags, on the bottom line.
Economic environments, globalization, mergers, governance concerns
and business competition influence the way the legal function is seen,
used, and led. Whether due to proactive strategic vision or reactive
necessity, CEOs are embracing the untapped potential of the legal
function and promoting the general counsel to business partner.
Korn/Ferry researched the function’s transition and its impact on the
general counsel’s role concerning human capital issues, a business
reality driving incredible change in the responsibilities and profile of the
general counsel.

Different World, Different Legal Function

The speed at which this evolution occurs depends primarily on the
CEO and the general counsel’s desire to broaden contributions to
the organization. Vision and professional experience with in-house
legal departments influence a chief executive’s understanding of the
vast potential of making a general counsel a true business partner
and trusted advisor. The message sent to the senior team by the
CEO significantly impacts the general counsel’s acceptance by and
assimilation in the upper echelons of management.
The type of industry and the resulting legal needs of a company
affect the pace at which the general counsel’s role changes. Those
with greater sophistication, experience in global environments
and exposure to legal counsel as business partners, more readily
embrace the idea of integrating the legal function through the
enterprise.
Expectations of the function and its leader are significantly different
than they have been historically. The onus is on the general counsel
to transition the function’s culture, attitudes, and, if needed, staff
composition to be an integral part of the business, not merely inhouse counsel.

“Mr./Ms. No” No More: GC as Strategic Business Partner

In many respects, the evolution of the general counsel role parallels
that of the chief financial officer 15 to 20 years ago. Leadership
issues command the major portion of the general counsel’s time,
displacing, in part, technical work. Many delegate the technical work
to the team or outside counsel when appropriate.
Today’s general counsel is required to be a business partner
with not only the CEO, but with the rest of the senior team, the
board of directors, and leaders of major functions and operations
throughout the enterprise. Such responsibility demands that the
general counsel and members of the legal team possess a broad
business perspective. This executive must have the ability to see
legal considerations in the context of business outcomes in addition
to legal consequences. In today’s world, the general counsel is an
enabler of business outcomes.
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The title “general counsel” takes on new meaning. Rather than a
technical expert with understanding of many areas of law, today’s
general counsel is a well-rounded business person with technical
expertise in law. This leader aligns the function’s strategy with that of
the company.

He or she uses strategic abilities to evaluate plans, drawing
conclusions and making recommendations after gathering
information from a broad cross section of executive peers.
This also means that these individuals are truly counselors. The role
and the person assuming it is no longer “Mr. or Ms. No.” Autocratic
and obstructionist pronouncements are counterproductive to the
ability to fully function as a member of the senior team.
Making this transition requires a certain maturity and personal style
on the part of the general counsel. Communication resulting in
productive discourse is critical. The new breed of general counsel
possesses diplomatic and negotiation skills, superb listening ability
and the skill to ask probing questions that facilitate open, honest
discussion rather than combative standoffs. They face, as they
always have, the sensitive task of navigating between legal and
business realities. Their institutional knowledge and memory is an
important factor in doing so, allowing general counsels to be the
“glue” between clients and the company as well as between different
business units.
This individual is a true leader, not an administrator overseeing legal
production. As such, general counsels have a deep understanding
of the power of the right people in the right places. These executives
expect the legal team to execute in stellar fashion. Drawing on
common sense and a deep value of individual contribution, general
counsels prioritize human resources issues, specifically recruitment,
retention, development, and succession. With this type of leadership,
in-house roles are no longer seen as career accidents but rather as
career destinations.
Such a strategy is essential to the growth and success of today’s
general counsel. In assembling the right team, this executive allows
him/herself the freedom to focus on strategic business issues
and build strong relationships with key constituencies throughout
the company. He or she can fully demonstrate leadership abilities
and sound business judgment that lead to corporate growth and
competitive advantage. Such proactive contributions positively
influence the company’s bottom line, altering the historical perception
of the legal function as a cost-center populated by lawyers out of
touch with real business concerns.
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Best-in-Class General
Counsel Competencies
In evaluating a cross section
of top legal talent, Korn/Ferry
identified characteristics of a
best-in-class general counsel,
the same as those defining a
Best-in-Class leader.
 aking Complex Decisions –
M
Outstanding general counsels
combine strong technical
skills, sharp intellect and
personal wisdom to resolve
the most difficult, complex
business problems.
 anaging Diverse
M
Relationships – Top
legal officers build broad
networks with external and
internal constituencies at all
organizational levels. Since
they are open to differences,
they relate well to diverse
styles and personalities.
 reating the New and
C
Different – An effective
strategist, this executive sees
potential and develops new
ideas.
Inspiring Others – Bestin-class general counsels
communicate a compelling
vision that moves individuals,
teams and the organization to
perform at a higher level and
embrace change.

Continued...
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 eadership issues rather than technical
L
work command a significant portion of
a general counsel’s time.
Best of the Best: Team Quality Counts

Korn/Ferry conducted interviews with senior members of the legal
function at leading Canadian organizations. This qualitative research
surfaced best practices common to companies in a broad crosssection of industries. These center on leadership and staffing issues
including retention, talent management, recruiting, and succession
planning.
People First
Rather than embracing a narrow focus on the technical, general
counsels see the calibre and composition of their staff as the key to
success. Many executives indicated that a significant portion of their
time is devoted to human capital issues along with business issues.
Although important, technical work commands less time than before.
This shift indicates evolution of the role as one with business
leadership responsibilities rather than administrative execution duties.
And the Line-Up Needs…
Almost all of the executives participating in this qualitative survey
take a strategic approach to building the legal function. They assess
current and future expectations of the function based on their vision
for the function and its integration throughout the organization.
This information determines staffing needs and the profiles of the
function’s various positions.
To meet the needs of a changing function, general counsels seek
lawyers who are flexible rather than focused on one specialization.
They want team players, lawyers who want to contribute to the
organization through productive collaboration rather than as an
individual. Strong business judgment and the ability to assume a
counselor role are essential. Like the general counsel, legal staff
members must learn how to deliver a message to others in the
company and clients, accomplished individuals who do not respond
well to edicts. Talent must be proactive, possess a strong level of self
awareness and be appropriately ambitious.

Know Thy Talent…and How They Grow
When many interviewees assumed new roles, assessing current
talent was a priority. Some worked in concert with human resources,
utilizing appropriate established procedures. Others were left to their
own devices, creating evaluation processes fitting the needs of the
function. Many drew on previous experience in assessing talent.
Initial assessments were critical in reorganizations. Several general
counsels structured the legal function by type of work rather than by
client, giving lawyers a broad overview of the business rather than a
narrow focus. Assessments also revealed leadership abilities were
lacking.
Ongoing assessments were instituted as part of individual
development. These evaluations are important in determining
individual lawyer’s fit with the changing needs of the function.
Doing the Best for the Best: Why They Stay
Retention strategy is a key component of best practices. General
counsels are dedicated to energizing staff members, providing
challenging work and opportunities appropriate to the individual.
Proper training and the right degree of exposure are also important
aspects of retention. One general counsel indicated that her team
leaders deal directly with the board of directors. Another states that
she routinely rotates her people through different lines of business so
they have constant challenge and gain deeper understanding of the
entire business. Several keep the challenging work in-house as part
of their strategy.
Most general counsels expect their people to move on to other
departments and functions. One survey participant states one of his
senior lawyers is slated to become vice president of marketing.
What Great In-House Lawyers Want: Not One Size Fits All
Interviewees recognize the diversity of talents, abilities and desires
possessed by their lawyers. Often categorized as high potentials
or high performers, general counsels see the value derived from
both and understand the different motivations. This enables them to
develop appropriate career paths for members of each group.

Best-in-Class General
Counsel Competencies
(Continued)
Keeping on Point – This
leader focuses on critical
tasks that add value.
Communicating Effectively
– These legal officers tailor
written and verbal messages
for specific audiences.
Getting Work Done Through
Others – This executive
communicates goals,
measures accomplishments,
holds individuals accountable,
and gives useful feedback
to individuals. Best-in-class
general counsels provide
coaching, helping individuals
grow professionally for current
and future roles.

Talent Needs
People who are flexible
rather than focused in
one area of law
Professionals who want
to be more than individual
contributors
Soft skills increasingly
important
The ability to be a
counselor
Proactive behaviour
Strong business judgment
Independence
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Retention Strategies
General Counsels use:
 roper training
P
 hallenging, quality work
C
 ight degree of exposure
R
with entire organization,
including the board
 rganizational culture/fit
O
 ove to other
M
departments, functions

“Being bright or having the right
intellect relates to having a strong
business judgment, which is
important in a legal function…
not all lawyers have it.”
General Counsel with experience
leading function at several major
Canadian companies

“(I) look for people who are
able to translate highly complex
legal concepts into common
English terms.”
General Counsel of major
international company in highly
regulated industry
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According to Korn/Ferry research, high performers consistently
produce exceptional results in a defined, focused area. Wellrespected internally and externally for their expertise, these
individuals are held in high esteem as a valuable resource. High
performers usually have longer tenures in their positions, maintaining
interest in their work and high performance. Due to their long
associations with a company, they provide continuity in the
organization. However, these individuals do not adapt well to new
situations, and are usually not suitable for positions outside their
functional area of specializations.
Our research shows that high potentials perform well in almost any
situation. They learn quickly and are able to apply knowledge to
new situations. Accomplished in specific areas, they embrace new,
broader challenges and desire change. These individuals actively
seek opportunities to grow and make new contributions.
High performers are experts in specific areas of law and thrive
when executing complex assignments. They crave challenging
work. Usually, high performers are found to be somewhat
lacking in leadership abilities. Few wish to undertake managerial
responsibilities. Similarly, while this type of lawyer may possess
unchallenged proficiencies in finite areas, many are unable to see
the “big picture.” Lacking a broad business perspective eliminates
them from collaborating as a business partner. These individuals are
reactive and show little ability or desire to initiate.
However, in-house high performers are still highly sought after for
specific legal expertise. Though their roles are not centered on
management responsibilities, they bring a much needed dimension
to the legal function. Providing intellectually stimulating work,
recognition, and appropriate venues for interaction with senior
management are methods identified as key in retaining select high
performers.
High performers are also motivated by growth opportunities focused
on their areas of concentration that enable them to deepen their
expertise since they desire to constantly broaden knowledge of their
specific forte. Encouraging these individuals to take leadership roles
in professional organizations and assigning them leadership roles on
task forces are additional ways to maintain a high level of interest.
Tapping high performers as coaches or mentors for others in the
function leverages their expertise while providing these individuals
with recognition.

With the evolution of the legal function as a business partner, high
potentials are in greater demand. Though highly competent in the
technical aspects of law, they have leadership capabilities needed
to succeed in today’s environment, and the potential to become
well-rounded business executives. They take a global view of the
business and how legal aspects impact outcomes. They are likely to
be proactive, finding it stimulating to integrate law as a competitive
tool in creating business initiatives. A required characteristic is good
business judgment, which can distinguish them from high performers.
High potentials need opportunities to develop existing interpersonal
and relationship management abilities. Training is essential. Some
interviewees have developed training themselves to meet the specific
needs of the evolving legal function. However, few provide formal
leadership training.
Opportunities to work with other functions and operations are required
for deepening business acumen. High potentials often request, and in
our view should request, these growth experiences, finding the work
challenging and rewarding in that they test hard and soft skills. As part
of charting individuals’ career paths, one general counsel considers
where his lawyers would fit in other areas of the organization. He
provides the opportunities to enable such transitions.

“We discovered our group has
some very good technicians,
yet poor leaders…”
New General Counsel of global
concern responsible for several
dozen lawyers

“All the good work I get,
I pass to others…(I) keep
the grungy stuff.”
General Counsel with track record
of building successful function at
several global firms

Encouraging high potentials to pursue positions outside of the legal
function or in different areas of the law is a progressive best practice
embraced by many general counsels. They work with their team to
design an individualized career path with the requisite experiences to
ensure success.
One general counsel states that a securities lawyer joined the
company, but wanted to pursue a career in employment and pension
law. The general counsel assisted the individual in reaching his goal,
providing the right challenges to develop. As a result of this change,
the lawyer is currently a member of the senior human resources team.
General counsels are now viewed as enablers of people pursuing
higher career goals. Regardless of the type of lawyer, general
counsels are adamant about providing continuing learning and growth
opportunities. These can be in-house or formal training from stellar
organizations. One general counsel identified a high potential as a
successor. No internal training fit the bill, so she sent him to Harvard’s
Executive Management Program.
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“(I) ship people around so they
are exposed to different lines
of business…”
General Counsel of multinational
company with legal team in four
locations



Recruiting the Best
General Counsels look for:
Intellect – being bright,
“smarts”
 rowth potential
G
Strategic thinker
 bility to be true business
A
partner
 otential for meaningful
P
contributions
 bility to be accepted in a
A
tough environment
Communication skills

“(I) hire strong generalists
with spikes of expertise…
smart people willing to learn…
strength of character…
strong personalities…not
inappropriately ambitious.”
General Counsel of major
global industrial
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No Settling: Only Recruit the Best
General counsels establish disciplined yet flexible guidelines for
recruiting talent that can handle the increased work load and meet
the heightened expectations of the senior team. Technical skills,
good business judgment, and the ability to grow into management
roles are required attributes. Fit with the organization is critical.
Many survey participants recruit younger lawyers from reputable law
firms, indicating that there is no shortage of qualified talent. These
general counsels target quality firms because of the soundness
of the lawyers’ technical knowledge. In many cases, young
professionals seek more fulfilling opportunities, deciding a partner
role is not for them. These lawyers are open to challenging corporate
positions. Similarly, well-respected, long-term partners of significant
firms are choosing in-house positions that offer new challenges and
a different environment.
Survey participants want lawyers with three to four years of
experience at a quality firm. Most deputy general counsels prefer
lawyers fitting the high potential profile, seeking those with leadership
potential and business savvy. However, fit is the determining factor in
hiring.
Opportunity Trumps Concerns
Survey participants acknowledge compensation is the major
concern of prospective talent. Companies are unable to match the
large salaries offered by major law firms. Law firm partners know that
their current compensation cannot be matched and evaluate the
overall package offered.
General counsels counter concerns by emphasizing the challenging
work, potential for careers in areas other than the legal function,
and the quality of life benefits. Once talent is on board, internal
exposure, client recognition and bonuses are tools used to express
appreciation and further the individual’s career with the organization.
Replace Yourself: The Mature Approach to Succession
Increasingly, general counsels own succession, viewing it as a major
responsibility of their role. Some have formal written plans. Many
have identified multiple potential successors. Providing professional
growth experiences so that individuals are better qualified to assume
the top role is an ongoing priority for several interviewees.

Several general counsels indicated that top management expects
them to identify and groom a successor from within the organization.
One states that the organization sees recruiting from the outside as
failure.
Some have developed a succession plan for the entire function,
encouraging their managers to name and train successors. This
strengthens leadership, making them more aware of reports’ abilities
and talent gaps, as well as the dedication and loyalty of staff. They
see that career paths are provided and that promotion is part of
professional growth. The overall team solidifies, a positive by-product
of formal planning and implementation.
Transforming “I” to “We”: A Collaborative Team
Emphasis is placed on positive collaboration with team members and
others throughout the company. The concept of team extends to the
entire organization. Active communication throughout the function,
staff retreats, and meetings are tools used to create a team identity
and focus.

“There’s no shortage of young
talent. The challenge is sorting
out who would be the best fit…
someone who has expressed
an interest in being involved on
the business side.”
Deputy General Counsel of
leading financial services firm

“External hires [GC direct
reports] are viewed as failure
by the organization.”
New General Counsel of premier
international energy company

For many organizations, this is a distinct change from the function’s
traditional culture. A significant percentage of general counsels have
had experience in transitioning the function’s culture. Training is used
by several to support the team concept. One utilizes a “lunch and
learn” meeting for staff. Another has conference attendees present to
the entire legal staff after attending major meetings.
Team orientation figures prominently in recruiting. One survey
participant’s strategy was to recruit people who “want to be more
than individual contributors.”
Countering Perceptions: Business Contributor,
Not Side-lines Function
One of the major challenges in evolving the function as that of a
business partner is to eliminate long-held perceptions. Perhaps the
most commonly held belief, and potentially most damaging, is that
the legal function is a cost center rather than a contributor to the
bottom line. This view is often the catalyst for external and internal
clients to spend funds dedicated to the legal budget but not be held
accountable.
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“There are only one or two
lawyers who could not be
replaced immediately [via
internal promotion].”
Deputy General Counsel, major
financial services organization

“Do team members have the
ability to develop trust, respect,
ability to build teams, and ability
to manage relationships?”
Deputy General Counsel, leading
global financial services company

A Case Study

A progressive general counsel and his team decided to take decisive
action to alter these opinions. They developed an internal billing
system specifying costs of various legal services. Clients and internal
business partners have hard data as to their usage of the team’s
time and expertise. Raising awareness of expenditures resulted in
better control and compliance.
For the team to be effective and taken seriously as true business
partners, members had to understand the financial consequences
and communicate in financial terms. To build a team of business
partners, the general counsel utilizes training focusing on
developing financial acumen. Team members now consider metrics,
productivity, contribution to earnings-per-share, and other financial
measurements and consequences when recommending action.
The general counsel’s dedication to this type of professional
development is so strong that he enlisted a premier Canadian
university as a partner in creating a tailor-made program to develop
financial literacy, acumen and skills. He also sent several individuals
to Harvard’s Executive Institute.
Productivity of the legal team has been enhanced. The general
counsel sent the message that each individual is accountable for
contributing and team members have responded positively. They
are more proactive in making recommendations to clients and
business partners and work together to develop cohesive working
relationships benefiting the entire organization. Their focus is more
unified and they develop innovative processes to reduce costs and
benefit clients. They prioritise their work strategically.
Monitoring the growth of individuals enables the general counsel to
provide appropriate challenges and deal with issues more quickly.
Evolving the team in this manner has also aided him in succession
planning.
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The CEO and board receive reports concerning the legal team’s
productivity that use financial terminology, such as the impact of
their work on earnings per share. Senior management sees the
value the legal function brings to the bottom and sometimes even
top lines. This awareness positions the general counsel and the legal
team as business partners with broad business perspectives, deep
understanding of the impact the legal team has on the company, and
a shared destiny in corporate performance.
Another general counsel also requires that the legal team be
financially literate. Top level legal executives meet regularly with the
Chief Legal Officer to go through the company’s financial statements
line by line, tracking opportunities and decide how they can
contribute to a positive outcome.

Conclusion

Progressive organizations are using the legal function on a proactive
basis, integrating it into every aspect of the business. CEOs rely
heavily on their general counsels as full-fledged business partners.
As members of the executive team, general counsels must lead as
well-rounded business people, leaving the vast majority of technical
execution to staff members. The most successful general counsels
are those taking an ongoing, active leadership role in retention, talent
management, recruitment, and succession planning.
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About The Korn/Ferry Institute

The Korn/Ferry Institute was founded to serve as a premier global
voice on a range of talent management and leadership issues.
The Institute commissions and publishes groundbreaking research
utilizing Korn/Ferry’s unparalleled expertise and preeminent
behavioral research library. It also serves as an exclusive destination
for executives to convene and hone their leadership skills. The
Institute is dedicated to improving the state of global human capital
for organizations of all sizes around the world.

About Korn/Ferry International

Korn/Ferry International, with more than 90 offices in 39 countries, is
a premier global provider of talent management solutions. Based in
Los Angeles, the firm delivers an array of solutions that help clients
to identify, deploy, develop, retain and reward their talent.
For more information on the Korn/Ferry International family of
companies, visit www.kornferry.com.
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